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Rocky the Rooster lived on a farm. It was a very busy 
farm. Rocky loved eggs for his breakfast.
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Rocky the Rooster set out on his farm in search for 
some eggs for his breakfast. Along he walked until he 
found Shirley the Sheep.

“Good morning Shirley. Do you have any eggs for my 
breakfast?” asked Rocky.
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“Baaa! No Rocky, everyone knows sheep don’t make 
eggs”, said Shirley. “But I can give you some wool 
for your woolly jumpers. Why don’t you ask Casey 
Cow?”

Off Rocky went to find Casey.
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Casey Cow was in the next paddock eating grass in 
the early morning sun.

“Good morning Casey Cow. Do you have any eggs 
for my breakfast?” asked Rocky.
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“Moo! No Rocky, I am a dairy cow”, replied Casey. 
“Everyone knows I make milk for you to drink and 
butter for your toast. Why don’t you ask Patrick Pig?”

Off Rocky went to find Patrick.
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Patrick Pig was in his sty rolling around in the mud. 

“Good morning Patrick Pig. Do you have any eggs for 
my breakfast?” asked Rocky.
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“Oink! No Rocky, I am a pig”, replied Patrick. “I make 
ham and pork chops for dinner. Why don’t you ask 
Stanley the Steer?”

Off Rocky went to find Stanley.
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Stanley Steer was in the cattle yards eating hay and 
grain.

“Good morning Stanley Steer. Do you have any eggs 
for my breakfast?” asked Rocky.
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“Moo! No Rocky, I am a steer”, replied Stanley. “I 
only have beef for your steak and sausages. Why 
don’t you ask Gabby Goat?”

Off Rocky went to find Gabby.
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Gabby Goat was in the shed eating hay and making 
milk.

“Good morning Gabby Goat. Do you have any eggs 
for my breakfast?” asked Rocky.
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“Maaaa! No Rocky, can’t you see?” replied Gabby. 
“I only have goat’s milk to make the farmer’s cheese. 
Why don’t you ask Sam the Scarecrow?”

Off Rocky went to find Sam.
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Sam the Scarecrow was in the wheat crop scaring 
away the galahs.

“Good morning Sam. Do you have any eggs for my 
breakfast?” asked Rocky.
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“G’day Rocky”, replied Sam. “Sorry. No eggs here, 
just wheat for the mill to turn into bread and cakes. 
Have you asked Charlotte the Chicken?”

Rocky thought for a minute. Would Charlotte really 
have any eggs for his breakfast?
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Rocky started walking home to the hen house. 
Charlotte was busy making a nest. 

“Good morning Charlotte” said Rocky sadly. “I can’t 
find any eggs for my breakfast.”

Charlotte started clucking and replied, “Cluck, cluck! 
You silly goose, chickens make eggs for breakfast!”
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Charlotte gave Rocky two nice warm eggs from her 
nest.

“Thanks!” said Rocky as he finally sat and had eggs 
for his breakfast.
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